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Jaeger
"Tailored or Casual Classics"

by webandi

Jaeger offers a lot of space for you to browse and buy for both men and
women. Jaeger is synonymous with chic tailoring, whether you are looking
for silk shirts, fine knits or natural fabrics. The look here is definitely
contemporary but relaxed with an extensive range of silk ties and other
specialty accessories. Note that this particular shop also carries a
boutique line that is not available at all Jaeger shops.

+44 1789 29 2818

www.jaeger.co.uk/

13 Bridge Street, Stratford-upon-Avon

Domino
"Deceptively Spacious Designer Style"

by markusspiske

With a window guaranteed to catch your eye, this small shop manages to
pack two floors of designer style inside. Domino is fresh and sassy
whether its casual separates, something more formal or a late-night look
that you're after. Jewelry and accessories here are decidedly different and
definitely individual! Names and items to look out for include jeans by
Diesel and fashion and accessories by Whistles, Mikey, Ted Barker and
Bernshaw.

+44 1789 20 4889

www.dominostyle.co.uk/

65 Henley Street, Stratford-upon-Avon

Aspire Style
"Shopper's heaven"

by sferrario1968

+44 1926 41 1412

Aspire Style is one of the trendiest boutiques in Warwick and a favorite
stop for shopaholics. Hundreds of brands of clothing like Louche, Chi Chi,
Yumi, Nica, Paper Dolls are available at this stylish store. Their specialty is
vintage-inspired clothing, accessories and jewelry. It's a paradise for
stylish women wanting fashionable clothes and accessories. Not to
mention that the collections here keep on changing, giving the shoppers
variety in selection. You can also buy Aspire Style products online, if you
are too busy to visit it personally.
www.aspirestyle.co.uk/

shop@aspirestyle.co.uk

Encore Clothing Agency
"Stylish and designer collection"

by geralt

Encore clothing Agency is always a good halt for shopping. This store was
opened in September 2013 and is now a popular boutique for men and
women. The store has diverse collection of designer men's shirt from
brands like Ralph Lauren and Caroline Herrera. The women's collection
include stylish clothing especially designer dresses from Karen Millen and
a range of shoes, jewelry and bags. You will also find a wide selection of
affordable vintage clothing in the store too. The store also offers to sell
their clothes and other items on consignment through their store.

30 Smith Street, Warwick

+44 1926 40 3339

encoreclothingagency.co.
uk/

encoreclothingagency@out
look.com

66a Smith Street, Warwick
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